
The Seventh Day of Creation for ages 3-6

Learn by Doing

Creation Crown 
Choice  

The purpose of creation is that there should be a heaven from the human 
race. At a spiritual level, the story of creation is the story of how a human 
being is prepared for heaven, represented by the seventh day. In this pro-
ject, each child will create a heavenly crown. The crowns show pictures of 
the seven days of creation and can be used as a review activity.  

1. The Lord made you to be an angel in heaven. In heaven, angels have

beautiful clothing. Some angels wear crowns! Today, you are going to
make a heavenly crown showing the seven days of creation.

Materials for Each Child 

Creation Crown (p. 2) copied 
on stiff paper if possible, 
crayons or markers, tape 

Prepare in Advance 

Cut the Creation Crown pages 
along the dotted lines. Tape 
the two strips together to form 
one long rectangle. 
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2. Do you remember what the Lord did on the first day of
creation? (God created light and separated the light and
dark.) That’s right! See the first picture on the crown?
Color it in to show the light and the dark separated.

3. What did God make on the second day? (waters beneath
and waters above—the sea and sky). Color the second pic-
ture on the crown. Ask what the Lord made for each of the
next four days of creation and have children color the pic-
tures. (day 3: dry land, trees and other plants; day 4: the
sun, moon and stars; day 5: fish and birds; day 6: animals
and people)

4. What happened on the seventh day? (The Lord rested.)  Yes, He also
looked at everything that He had made in the first six days and saw
that it was good. Color the last picture which shows some of the
things the Lord might have looked at on the seventh day.

5. Look, there is one more circle on the crown. What do you think that
might be for? Do you know why the Lord made all the things He
made? He made them so that there could be people who can become
angels if they choose to love and follow Him. He wants you, and all
other people, to someday live in heaven with Him where you can be
happy forever. Draw a picture of yourself as an angel in the last cir-
cle. Then, whenever you wear the crown, remember that the Lord
wants you to become an angel and live with Him in heaven one day.

6. Help children tape the ends of their crowns together to form circles.
Put on the crowns and imagine being angels!
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Creation Crown 
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